Unification of the recently introduced Kumaraswamy Marshall-Olkin-G and Beta Marshall-Olkin-G family of distributions is proposed. A number of important statistical and mathematical properties of the family is investigated. A distribution belonging to the proposed family is shown to perform better than the corresponding distribution from the Kumaraswamy Marshall-Olkin-G and Beta Marshall-Olkin-G family of distributions by considering data fitting with three real life data sets.
INTRODUCTION
Efforts to define new families of continuous distributions by extending well-known distributions to provide greater flexibility in modelling different types of data generated from real life situation has received renewed attention of many researchers. To this end several new classes were proposed by adding one or more parameters.
Some important recent contributions in this area include Marshall-Olkin Kumaraswamy-G family introduced by Handique et al., (2017a) , Generalized Marshall-Olkin Kumaraswamy-G family , beta generated Kumaraswamy-G , Kumaraswamy Generalized Marshall-Olkin-G family and beta Generalized Marshall-Olkin-G family (Handique and Chakraborty, 2016) among others. Alizadeh et al., (2015a) (1) and ) , ,
two additional shape parameters. The density function corresponding to (1) is given by Alizadeh et al., (2015b) proposed another family of distributions called Beta Marshall-Olkin-G ( G BMO ) family of distributions as a new extension of the Marshall-Olkin (MO) family for a given baseline distribution with cdf
and pdf ) (t g .
The cdf, sf and pdf of the G BMO are given respectively by ) , ( ) , , ; For both these families the authors have studied many statistical and mathematical properties and have shown that distributions belonging to their families provide better fit than some competing models in fitting real data sets.
The main motivation of this article is to provide a new family that unifies G KwMO and G BMO families in to one parent family by using the beta generated technique of Eugene et al. (2002) , investigate some of its important statistical and mathematical properties and carry out comparative data modelling applications.
Beta Kumaraswamy Marshall-Olkin-G ( G BKwMO  ) family of distributions
Here a beta generated G KwMO G) (BKwMO family is introduced with pdf, cdf and hazard rate function (hrf) respectively are given by n,a,b m,n,a,b,α   (Handique et al., 2017b) . Marshall and Olkin, 1997) , (Cordeiro and de Castro, 2011) , et al., 2002 and Jones, 2004) . In the rest of the article ) ( G -BKwMO m,n,a,b,α will by default refer to as G -BKwMO unless specified otherwise. 
Important particular cases
For (i) 1   n m , ) ( G - BKwMO m,n,a,b,α ) ( G - KwMO a,b,α  (Alizadeh et al., 2015a), (ii) 1   b a , ) ( G - BKwMO m,n,a,b,α ) ( G - BMO m,n,α  (Alizadeh et al., 2015b), (iii) 1   , ) BKw( ) ( G BKwMO m,(iv) 1     b a n m , ) ( G BKwMO m,n,a,b,α  ) ( MO  (159 (v) 1     n m , ) ( G BKwMO m,n,a,b,α  ) , ( G Kw b a  and (vi) 1     b a , ) ( G - BKwMO m,n,a,b,α ) , ( B n m  (Eugene
Genesis of the proposed family of distributions
. Then the pdf of the th m order statistics ) (m T is given by
Plots of the pdf and hrf
Here we have plotted the pdf and hrf of the ) ( G -BKwMO m,n,a,b,α taking G to be exponential (E), Weibull (W), Lomax (L) and Frechet (Fr) distributions for some chosen values of the parameters to show the variety of shapes assumed by the family.
The BKMO-exponential (BKwMO-E) distribution
When exponential distribution with pdf and cdf 
The BKwMO-Weibull (BKwMO-W) distribution
Considering the Weibull distribution (Weibull, 1951) 
The BKwMO-Lomax (BKwMO-L) distribution
Considering the Lomax distribution (Lomax, 1954) with pdf and cdf given by 
The BKwMO-Frechet (BKwMO-Fr) distribution
Suppose the base line distribution is the Frechet distribution (Krishna et al., 2013) with pdf and cdf given by From the plots in figure 1 and 2 it can be seen that the family is very flexible and can offer many different types of shapes of density and hazard rate function including the bathtub shape for hazard.
Statistical and mathematical properties
In this section we derive some general results for the proposed ) ( G -BKwMO m,n,a,b,α family.
Series expansions of pdf and cdf
By using binomial expansion in (4), we obtain
are pdf and cdf respectively of the Marshall-Olkin (MO) family.
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Alternatively, we can expand the pdf as 
We can now use general expansion of the pdf and cdf in equation last section to get Nadarajah et al., 2015) and
Probability weighted moments
In this section we express probability weighted moments (PWM) of the proposed family in terms of those of ) ( (Greenwood et al., 1979) . From equations (7) and (9) the th s moment of T can be obtained either as
Proceeding similarly we can derive 
Rényi entropy
The entropy of a random variable is a measure of uncertainty variation and has been used in various situations in science and engineering. The Rényi entropy of a random variable having pdf
For further details, see Song (2001) . Here
Quantile function, Median and random sample generation
The quantile function can be obtained by inverting cdf in equation 
Random sample from G BKwMO can be generated by inverting the cdf.
Skewness and kurtosis
The Bowley's skewness (Kenney and Keeping, 1962) measures and Moor's kurtosis (Moors, 1988 ) measure for G BKwMO family are respectively given in terms of the quantile function as
Asymptotes
Some results regarding the asymptotic shapes of the proposed family following is stated here.
Proposition 1
The asymptotes of pdf, cdf and hrf given in equations (4), (5) and (6) 
The asymptotes of pdf, sf and hrf given in equations (4), (5) and (6) as 
Maximum likelihood estimation and data modelling
This log-likelihood function can not be solved analytically because of its complex form here we have employed global numerical optimization methods to obtain the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs). By taking the partial derivatives of the log-likelihood function with respect to  , , , , b a n m and β components of the score vector T b a n m 
Asymptotic standard error for the MLEs
The asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the MLEs of parameters can obtained by inverting the Fisher information matrix ) ( I ρ which can be derived using the second partial derivatives of the log-likelihood function with respect to each parameter. 
 Using the general theory of MLEs under some regularity conditions on the parameters as 
We have used AIC, BIC, CAIC and HQIC for model selection, KS test for goodness of fit and Likelihood ratio test for test of hypotheses for nested models.
Likelihood Ratio Test for nested models
We have seen that the ) W( BKwMO of the US government, whose main mission is the promotion of consumer protection.
[http: //www.ftc.gov/ reports/tobacco or http: // pw1.netcom.com/ rdavis2/ smoke. html.]
The total time on test (TTT) plot proposed by Aarset (1987) is technique helpful in detecting the shape of hazard rate of observed data and hence in deciding a model for fitting. The TTT is drawn by plotting 
